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This thesis derives the fundamental conditions assumed by the
American Bureau of Shipping in establishing their rules for the vertical
side members of the transverse framing of tankers. The purpose of this
is to allow other workers in the field to analyze these fundamental con-
ditions and to substantiate their validiy.
It is assumed that the rules are based on simple beam theory. A
comparison of the rules with simple beam theory determined a safety factor,
and a condition of loading and end fixity. These results were analyzed
for reasonableness and compatability. Once a set of conditions was de-
finitely established, the IBM 70^ electronic computer was used to check
the ability of these conditions to duplicate the rule requirements for
normal ships of 200 to 1000 feet in length. The machine also calculated
the strength of the transverse web frame for a variety of conditions of
corrosion
.
The results of this procedure showed that the rules for the side
transverse web frame could be duplicated by simple beam theory assuming
twenty five percent end fixity, a safety factor of 2.5 based on the
yield strength, and a beam of symmetrical and uniform cross section.
It also indicated that table 7 and table 7a of the rules, i960
edition, are the required section moduli for the girder and girder web

respectively. Table 7 was found to include a safety factor equal to c,
an undefined constant in the rules.
The results indicated that a corrosion of at least one tenth of an
inch could be sustained in the side web frame without reducing the safety
factor below one.
It remains for other workers to evaluate the bottom and deck trans-
verses, and to correlate the results with those derived here. It is
believed that a uniform safety factor^ applicable through out the trans-
verse framing system^will be found.
A study must also be made to determine the validity of the assump-
tions made by the American Bureau in deriving their rules, especially,
the fundamental assumption that simple beam theory is applicable to the
framing system.
The combination of these analyses will open the way to improvement
and optimization of ship classification society requirements.
Thesis Supervisor: J. Harvey Evans
Associate Professor of Naval Architecture
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When ships are built for registry in the United States they are
nearly always built to meet the requirements of the American Bureau
of Shipping. These rules set the minimum structural and strength
requirements of the hull. An engineer who is required to meet
these minimums is justified in desiring to know the basis and/or
background of these rules. Are they empirical, theoretical, or a
combination of the two? Yet, here at the midpoint of the twenti-
eth century, for all its automatic computing machines and advanced
theories, this simple bit of information is not available and the
engineer is expected to use these rules on blind faith.
The soundness of the American Bureau of Shipping Rules can
not be argued. The record of the structural soundness of ships
built to these rules speaks for itself. But on the other hand,
what real proof is there that these ships are not ultraconserva-
tive and greatly over-designed? The initial construction sets the
strength requirements throughout the life of the ship since all
subsequent inspections for hull strength and soundness are judged
satisfactory or unsatisfactory on the basis of the percentage of
original material still intact. Therefore, in addition to the
desire to perfect the science, there are economical reasons for
the elimination of over.design in ship structures. As today's
ships grow larger, the reduction of even a small percentage of
material represents a considerable savings to the owners
.
In the past decade, a tremendous advance has been made
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which permits a more exact solution to the ship structure problem.
This is the advent of the high speed electronic computer which is
capable of reducing the time required for ship structure calculations
from weeks and months to hours and days. Once programmed, a variety
of similar complicated structures can be analysized in a minimum of
time and the selection of the optimum design can be made.
An exact solution of the ship structure problem will probably
never be obtained because of the varying nature of its loading and
its motion in a seaway. However, an exact solution can be ap-
proached, and the present day methods must be improved to reach
this ultimate in design. The quickest way to achieve these im-
provements is to convert the present day tables to equations and
formulae for future development. It is granted that tables are one
of the simplest ways of presenting data, but equations and mathe-
matical formulae are the tools of the engineer, and only through
them can he feel secure in his knowledge. Only through formulae
can the engineer see what is fact and what is fiction, and offer
constructive criticism; to quote Dr. George Vedeler, "Our rules
(Det Norske Veritas) are by no means taboo; we invite criticism,
because through criticism the science of naval architecture may
advance." (ll)
With these thoughts in mind, it is the object of this thesis
to take The American Bureau of Shipping Rules for Building and
Classing Steel Vessels section 28 (ik) concerning the trans-
verse framing of longitudinally framed oil tankers and to convert
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the rules and tables to equations. With the equations in hand, an
attempt to correlate them with simple structural theory will be made
to justify the derived equations and to separate the safety or ex-
perience factors from theory. The IBM 70U electronic computer will
then be used to compute a large number of realistic structures by
the ABS rules and by simple theory for the purpose of comparison.
Corrosion allowances will also be applied to the rule values to
see ,how the strength is allowed to vary with age . Also, these
reduced sections will be compared with simple theory to see if any
correlation exists. If justification for the derived equations
is obtained then the way is open for future workers to criticize































Factor given in the ABS rules, equals 2.5
for the cases considered in this thesis
Depth of web
As a subscript, refers to the flange
Molded depth of ship
Hydrostatic head
" deck to top of stand pipe
to upper end of side span
" to middle of upper span
" lower span
Moment of inertia
Constant in the moment equation dependent
on the end constraint of- the beam
Ship length
Bending Moment
An arbitrary constant defined in the ABS rules as
equal to she, and represents the beam loading
The safety factor
Frame spacing as defined in the ABS rules,
in this paper it shall be ten feet in all cases
As a subscript, refers to the shell plating























As a subscript, refers to the girder web
The distance from the girder neutral axis to
the outer most fiber
Girder section modulus
Symbol assigned to represent the data from
table 7
Symbol assigned to represent the data from
table 7a
Density of sea water taken to be 6k pounds per cubic foot








A study of the i960 edition of The American Bureau of Shipping
Rules for the Building and Classing of Steel Vessels section 28 (1*0
and tables 7 and 7a results in the following four equations which are




= NG£2A00 table 7 (2)
Zw= td2/6 table 7a (3)
A = (Zg-ZyJ/d (h)
The symbols used here and in all further equations in this work
are those defined in the ABS rules and the accompanying symbol table.
The symbols Zg and Zw are arbitrarily assigned to represent the va-
lues given in tables 7 and 7a °*" the rules respectively.
The method of analysis to be applied to these four equations
shall be a combination of dimensional analysis and a noting of simi-
larities between these four equations and the following equations
from simple beam theory.
Z= i/y the section modulus (5)
Z = Vl/cr .,..., ( 6 )
M = w£2/k bending moment (7)
w= sh? load per foot (8)
Equation (4), which is a formulation of the example attached
to table 7a, shall be examined first. The flange ,,( A) has the di-
mension of inches squared. The web depth (d) has the dimension
inches, therefore, the two Z terms must have the dimension cubic
inches for the equation to be dimensionally correct. This
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results in the Z terms having the same dimension as section moduli.
If equation (8) is substituted into equation (7) and that in
turn substituted into equation (6) the following result for the
section modulus is obtained.
Z = sh^2/k<r (9)
This is very similar in form to equation (2). Therefore ;, the





Referring to Figure 1^
the moment of inertia of the
web section about the center
line axis aa is
I = tdVl2
and the section modulus according
to equation (5) is
Z = td2/6
which is exactly equation (3)^ the equation representing the values
listed in table 7« » Therefore^ table 7a is just a listing of section







The moment of inertia of the whole beam is derived from the
equation
xg" hr+ (&/2)2&f + U/2)
2Ag (10)
If the assumption is now made that the effective area of the shell




which , on rearranging and applying equation (5) s becomes
A= (Zg-Zw)/d
This is exactly equation {k) which was to be derived
.
Equations (3) and {k) then can be derived directly from simple
beam theory
^
provided that the girder value (Zg ) of table 7 is in
fact the girder section modulus and that the effective area of the
shell plating is equal to the flange area., The term Zg will be
covered in detail in subsequent paragraphs It remains only to
justify the assumption concerning the effective area of the shell
plating to prove the derivation of equation (k) .
Assuming that the flange as?ea and the effective shell plat=
ing area are equal is equivalent to assuming that the neutral axis
of the girder remains centered on the web and is superimposed upon
the web neutral axis« It is a fact of life that the determination
of the effective area of the shell plating is a perplexing^ if not
impossible problem, and has to this time defied simple solution
.
Therefore', the only road open to the solution of the larger over-
all problem is to make some reasonable assumption concerning the
effective contribution of the shell plating to the girder strength.
The assumption^, that the neutral axis remains centered^ requires
the largest flange area of all the possible assumptions 5 and there
-
fore^, is the most conservative assumption o In view of the conserva-
tive policies of the American Bureau of Shippings it is believed
that the above is indeed the true derivation of equations (3) and




It now remains to prove that the girder value (Zg ) of table 7
is in fact the girder section modulus in cubic inches. Equation (9)
is an. equation derived for the section modulus of a beam. If equa-
tion (l) is substituted into equation (2), the result is identical
with equation (9) if
?/kcr = cAoo (11)
It is firmly believed that the procedures and assumptions
made to this point are correct, and that the proper interpreta-
tion of equation (11 ) is the bey to the entire derivation of
the ABS rules set forth in section 28. If the density (<f ) is
in pounds per cubic foot, and the 'stress (<r) is in pounds per
square inch, and c and k are dimensionless constants, then, for
Zg to be cubic inches, equation (ll) must be corrected for di-
mensions to
k= fkQoo/c<r (11a)
If the stress in equation (11 ) is considered to be an
allowable stress, defined as the yield stress divided by a safe-
ty factor, then equation (lla) becomes
k= f (SF)^800/c<r (lib)
where <r is now the yield stress.
It is well at this point to consider equation (lib) in
great detail, and in so doing to consider several possible
assumptions and/or engineering philosophies. Except for
joints placed symmetrically about the center line, it is
reasonable to assume that no two joints in a ship's structure
have the same conditions of end fixity. It is also reasonable
-9-

to assume that the best structural design is one in which all the
strength members are designed to the same factor of safety. In
other words , no one section should be over-designed or designed
to carry greater than its proportioned share of the load. Re-
writing equation (lib) gives
kc/(SF)= ?4800/<r
or the left hand combination of terms is equal to a fixed con-
stant. This is logical, for at any given position in the struc-
ture, c is given by the rules as some constant, SF is some de-
signer's constant, and k is a constant depending on the end
fixity of the beam. But, as one goes from position to position
about the structure, k and c change
J
k because of the varying
end conditions, and c by rule definition. Therefore, k and c
must change in some fixed relationship to maintain their pro-
duct a constant, or else the safety factor (SF) is not constant
throughout the structure . There is one solution to this dilemma
which is reasonable and meets all the desired requirements.
This is to divide c into two factors, c' and c" . c" is the
factor of safety and is equal to SF.^ k is an average end
fixity condition which is approximately correct throughout the
structure, c 1 then is a factor which corrects what is believed
to be the correct end fixity, by calculations, empirical relations,
or experience, to the assumed average value upon which the value c
is based. In other words, to make use of tables, it is assumed
that the structure has fixed end conditions and a variable factor
of safety, when, in fact, it has variable end conditions and a
fixed safety factor. The advantage of such a system is to allow
-10-

the use of one table for beams of any end constraint and to correct
the table by means of a fictitious safety factor. Rather than com-
plicate the nomenclature, the average end fixity condition will be
solved by setting c equal to the safety factor (SF), and then solve
for k. The numerical result is the same as if c was divided into
its two component parts.
If a value of 32,000 psi, which is given in section 39 of
the rule6, is used for the yield stress in equation (lib), then
k, the average assumed end constant, is equal to 48/5 • Or the
bending moment is
M = 5w£2A8 (7a)
This value of bending moment can be obtained from simple beam
theory by assuming a uniformly shaped beam
(a) uniformly loaded, and with a condition of 25$ end
fixity imposed on each end, or
(b) uniformly loaded, and one end of the beam completely
fixed and the other end only 50$ fixed.
At this point, some of the calculations of Appendix B
were carried out to compare the moment obtained by simple
beam theory with a uniformly varying load and these end con-
ditions, and with the assumed moment of 5\rJL/kQ. This compari-
son gives some insight into the true safety factor, but the actu-
al results are not too realistic because of the effects of a uni-
form load which is in fact superimposed on the varying load. In
order to correct this deficiency in the calculations and to
give a large number of results for plotting purposes, the
-11-

IBM 70k electronic computer is used to solve the problem as de-
lineated in appendix B. Not only does this machine calculation
solve the simple beam theory problem with a 25$ end fixity, but
it also solves the problem according to the rules. The rule
moduli are then converted to beam shapes of varying flange
thickness, and from these shapes a corrosion allowance is de-
ducted and the reduced section moduli are calculated. These
three results, simple beam theory, rule values, and the rule
values reduced for corrosion are then examined and compared






The mathematical analysis shown in section I gives the following
results:
1. Table 7 of the American Bureau of Shipping rules is the required
web frame girder section modulus for a symmetric girder tabulated by
length of span and hydrostatic head.
2. Table 7a of the American Bureau of Shipping rules is the section
modulus of the girder web tabulated by the thickness and the depth
of the web.
3. The required flange area for the web frame girder is derived by
assuming a symmetrical girder. That is, the neutral axis is cen-
tered on the girder web. and. the flange area and the effective shell
plating area are equal. A subtle result of this assumption is that
the effective shell plating area is also assumed.
k. The section moduli of table 7 are calculated on the basis of
a uniformly distributed load, with a safety factor equal to c and
based on the yield strength. The beam also is assumed to have either
of the following end conditions;
a) both ends twenty five percent fixed
b) one end fully fixed and the other end fifty percent fixed.
End fixity as used here is defined in appendix B.
By Machine Calculation
From the results of the machine calculation the following table





Lower Span Upper Span
Ship
ABS SBT ratio Length ABS SBT rati<
38.1 15.3 2.49 200 21.7 8.7 2.49
78.4 31.4 2.49 300 46.4 18.6 2.49
140.1 56.1 2.49 400 84.8 34.0 2.49
212.0 84.9 2.49 500 124.2 49.9 2.49
301+.7 122.0 2.49 600 173.7 69.7 2.49
420.9 168.6 2.49 700 234.3 94.0 2.49
563.2 225.2 2.50 800 307.2 123.5 2.49
73^.1 294.1 2.49 900 393.
^
158.0 2.49
936.3 375-1 2.49 1000 494.0 198.7 2.49
The column headed ABS represents the section modulus required by the
American Bureau of Shipping. The column headed SBT represents the sec-
tion modulus required by simple beam theory with a factor of safety
of one. This data is plotted in figures II and III. The following are
the results of this data.
5. The constant ratio of the American Bureau of Shipping rules re-
quirement to the simple beam theory requirement means that this
probably i6 the condition upon which the rules are based, i.e. the
beams are twenty five percent fixed at the ends.
6. Based on the head defined by the rules, the variation of the
head over the length of span has very little effect on the total
bending moment imposed on the beam and the assumption of a uniform
head equal to the head at mid span is very_> very good.
7. The factor of safety, on which the American Bureau of Shipping
rules for the side transverse web frame is based, is 2.49 for all
normal ships. This is for all practical purposes equal to the speci-
fied c value of 2
.









The following results are deduced from the data plotted in
figures IV, V, VI, and VII.
8. Regardless of the flange shape, all side transverse web frames in
ships over two hundred feet in length^built to meet the American Bureau
of Shipping rules, can withstand a uniform corrosion of one tenth of
an inch and still retain the strength required by simple beam theory.
9. For ships six hundred feet and over with the flange and web
thicknesses equal to one half an inch, a uniform corrosion of fifteen
one hundreds of an inch (.15M ) will reduce the section modulus of
the rules to that required by simple beam theory. For ships less
than six hundred feet in length, the maximum corrosion to reach
simple beam theory requirements varies between ten and fifteen one
hundreds of an inch.
10. For ships six hundred feet in length and over, with the flange
thickness equal to one and one half times the web thickness, a
uniform corrosion of two hundred and fifteen one thousands of an
inch (.215") is required to reduce the rule value for side web
frame girders to that of simple beam theory. See figure VII.
11. For all 6hip lengths the reduction in section modulus is linear
with corrosion. That is, ten one hundreds of an inch (.10) causes
twice the reduction in modulus that five one hundreds of an inch
( .05) causes.
12. When the flange is twice the thickness of the web, for ships of
five hundred feet and over, the web is corroded so much more in pro-
portion to the flange, that the web will be annihilated before the













J.V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Flange Area
It has been shown that the only way to derive equation (k) is to
assume that the neutral axis remains centered, and therefore the effective
shell plating area and the flange area are equal. What is the signifi-
cance of such an assumption? This assumption in effect sets the contri-
buting width of shell plating to the girder strength, since the equa-
tion calculates the area. What happens if the effective shell plat-
ing area varies from this assumed value? To better understand these
effects a look at the stresses present in the girder seems in order.
In the flange the only loading present is the overall end compression
or tension (girder stress), and the loading due to the bending moment
of the external hydrostatic head. In the shell plating there is, in
addition, the plate bending stress. If the flange and the plating
are of the same material, the allowable bending stress in the flange
is greater than that of the plating to maintain the same total stress
in each section of the girder. If the neutral axis remains centered,
i.e. the areas are equal, then the flange may have a smaller area
for the same total stress.
If the effective shell plating is greater than assumed^ the
girder moment of inertia increases and the neutral axis moves to-
ward the shell plating. Since the moment of inertia increases more
rapidly than the neutral axis shifts, the section modulus is in-
creased. This results in a stronger beam. The shift in the neutral
axis is beneficial in that the stress in the flange is increased
relative to that in the plating and a more uniform stress distribu-
tion results. The absolute value of stress in the flange may increase
23

or decrease since the increase in section modulus reduces the total
stress in the beam. The resultant change of stress in the flange de-
pends on the relative change in the total stress of the beam and the
i
shift of the neutral axis.
Now, what happens if the actual plating area is less than the as-
sumed value? If this occurs the design is in trouble. The question
then becomes, how probable is it that the actual plating area is less
than the assumed value. From the computer solution the flange area
for ship lengths of 200 and 1000 feet are 3.4 and 30.1 square inches
respectively. If the plating thickness is one half inch, the effec-
tive widths are 7-8 and 60.2 inches respectively. Thicker plating
would reduce these widths. In normal ships, the webs are placed
every eight to ten feet and therefore, in normal circumstances the
effective area of the plating will be greater than the required
assumed values. The conditions of excess plating area as described
in the preceding paragraph will be the normal condition.
The assumption of equal areas is satisfactory in all normal
ship structures.
Beam Loading
If the derivations thus far in this work are correct, it appears
that the only loading considered in the design of the transverse fra-
ming is the hydrostatic loading. Since no consideration of the eargo
loading is mentioned in the rules, the condition of loading considered
must be with the ship at load draft and with the tanks empty. The hydro-
static head is four to eight feet above the deck depending on the ship




What is the basis of the head requirements of the ABS rules? The
indications are that the possible internal loadings which might occur du-
ring cargo handling set the head requirements. The rules state that the
head shall be four to eight feet depending on ship length, but in no case
shall the head be less than that to the top of the hatch covers. One
such case would be the ship in drydock and the tank being hydrostatically
tested. An alternative may be that these head requirements are reason-
able estimates of the pressure built up in the tank in the event of an
overflow.
The final condition imposed is that of no axial load. Tankers
differ from conventional cargo ships in that the transverse bulkheads
are spaced much closer together. Generally, forty feet is the ac-
cepted length of tank. Since the compression of a bulkhead is very
slight, and the stiffening is designed to prevent bending, the assump-
tion that the bulkhead may be considered rigid in the vertical direc-
tion seems to be quite valid. Therefore, the bulkheads tend to greatly
reduce any vertical load imposed on the frame. This section of the
rules considers tankers exclusively, therefore , deck loading other than
superstructure and free water may be neglected. It seems then, that the
only possible axial loads on the frames consists of the structure itself,
the force of buoyancy, and any water on deck. The structure weight and
the force of buoyancy tend to be dissipated as shear forces in the plat-
ing and frames. The free water on deck is a temporary condition and
more nearly dynamic in nature. In view of the apparent simplicity of
the rules it is believed that dynamic effects are neglected and that the
safety factor is sufficient to meet dynamic requirements. In view of these
25

considerations it is believed that the rules for the transverse framing
are based only on loading normal to the axis of the frame
.
End Fixity
Probably the most important of all the conclusions to be drawn from
this thesis is the assumed end fixity of the beams. The true end condi-
tions have not been derived here, for that is a thesis in itself. It
has been shown that there are two types of end fixity which result in the
same bending moment as that assumed in the rules. In both types the
loading is uniform over the length of the span. These two end conditions
are:
(a) both ends twenty five percent fixed.
(b) one end fully fixed and the other end fifty percent fixed.
The definition of end fixity as used here is given in appendix B.
When one studies a typical tanker section as shown on page 5a, it is
seen that both of these conditions have possibilities. Consider the upper
side span. With the K strut acting as a rigid column and with the load-
ing on the lower span being greater than that on the upper span, it is
easily seen how the upper span could appear fixed at the strut. At the
same time the upper end of the upper span would appear only partially
fixed since there is no deck load to restrain the deck from bulging up-
ward and allowing the joint of deck and side to rotate. Thus the condi-
tion of one end fully fixed and the other fifty percent fixed could apply
to this span. However^ the condition that both ends are only twenty five
percent fixed could also be argued. Only a detailed analysis could decide
the issue.
By similar logic it is seen that either condition might also apply
26

to the lower side span. In this case^he upper end at the strut would
appear partially fixed in relation to the lower end which is fixed by
the massive structure at the turn of the bilge. Here again, it is
possible to say that neither end is fully fixed and that the condition
of twenty five percent end fixity is more applicable.
The center deck and bottom spans between the longitudinal bulk-
heads are symmetrical and loaded uniformly. In view of the stiff-
ness of the longitudinal bulkheads and the massive brackets, the spans
appear to be fully fixed. The shorter side spans of the wing tanks
are not felt to be derivable from beam theory because of their non-
uniform shape and the small length to depth ratio.
In all of the preceding, the reader may not agree with the
assumed end conditions. On the validity structure-wise of these
assumptions the author has no argument. It can only be stressed
that the intent of this thesis is to deduce the basis of the American
Bureau of Shipping rules and not to judge their correctness . There-
fore, reasonability is the only requirement for consideration in this
work.
The Factor of Safety
The correct determination of this factor will or will not help
to justify all previous assumptions. Here in one small number, a
multitude of previous sins can be corrected and adjusted. Dynamic
effects, incorrect end fixity, and experience can all be accounted
by the phase, "the safety factor allows for it."
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In order to get started on an analysis^ it was assumed that c was the
factor of safety. On this ground a set of end conditions were derived
and evaluated. Based on the derived end conditions, the c value was
adjusted to a more realistic value by considering hydrostatic type
loading instead of uniform loading. A tablulation of these results
is given in appendix C.
The important thing to note about the results of the corrected
values of c is that there appears to be correlation between the
value for side and bottom. For the side span loaded hydrostatically,
and fifty percent fixed at its upper end and fully fixed at the
bottom. the corrected value of c is 2.23. For the bottom spans fully
fixed at each end the corrected value of c is 2.19. Thus^it seems
as though there may be some justification in the assumption that
there should be a uniform safety factor throughout the structure.
The results of the computer solution, shown in figures II and III,
show that for the defined head and the derived end condition of
twenty five percent end fixity, the safety factor is equal to 2.U9
in the side span. Theoretically the safety factor can never reach
2.50 since this requires a uniform load for the prescribed conditions.
Normal hydrostatic loading can only approach this value. To the
author; this ability to duplicate the American Bureau of Shipping
requirements over all normal ship lengths indicates that c is in
fact the factor of safety assumed by the Bureau in defining its
rules, and these are the conditions of loading and end fixity assumed
by the Bureau. It also shows that the assumption of uniform loading
equal to the mid span head is a very good approximation.
28

The problem with the results of the previous paragraphs is that any
correlation in safety factor between the side and the bottom is des-
troyed or at least put in serious question. The value of c for the
bottom is 1.75> and as shown above, by assuming fully fixed end con-
ditions can be adjusted to a value of 2.19. The only justification for
this being less than the value in the side spans^ is the effect of the
keel. With bulkheads spaced at least every forty feet, and consider-
ing the size and construction of the keel in modern tankers, the keel
is sure to act as a support at mid span for the bottom transverse
frames.
There is also the problem of correlating the safety factor be-
tween the deck and the side. and correlating the end fixity of deck
and bottom spans. The c value for the deck is specified as 2.5>
the same as that of the side. If it is assumed that the end con-
ditions are twenty five percent fixed, then there is complete agree-
ment in the safety factor side and deck. On the other hand however,
the construction of the deck and bottom spans are very yearly iden-
tical. Only the size and weight of material are different. Since
the deck load is also proportionately less than the bottom load,
it appears that the deck and bottom must be assumed to have the same
end conditions. There is thus created a paradox. If the deck is
assumed fully fixed as is the bottom, then the c value is corrected
to 3*12. The only validation for a safety factor this much higher
in the deck than in the side is that axial loads are more apt to be
present in the deck transverses. However the ship is symmetrical and
therefore these axial loads should appear in the bottom transverses
where the safety factor is lower than in the sides. Again a paradox
29

is created. A solution to this problem is not knowingly presented here.
The work here was aimed primarily at the side span in the thought that
the side span was the key, and that the other spans would be open to
simple deduction once the side span solution was obtained. Obviously
this is not the case.
The final result obtained was the effect of corrosion on the
structural strength of the members. The results discussed here are
plotted in figures II thru VTII inclusive . Corrosion, or destruc«
tion of material by corrosion, is a function of surface area and
therefore structural shape. Shape was considered here by a ratio
of flange thickness to web thickness.
In figures II and III it is seen that if the flange is at least
the same thickness as the web, that in any length ship, as much as
one tenth of an inch (.,10) of uniform corrosion can occur and the
structure will still retain the section modulus required by simple
beam theory. This means that the web will sustain between forty
and fifty nine percent destruction and still retain the required
section modulus. Granted, this is not the sole criteria fot4 strength
since a girder with flanges twice the web thickness will have the
web annihilated and still retain the required modulus, that is,
until the flanges fall together and the structure collapses into
a pile of rust. The point is, that corrosion or at least the
thought that corrosion will ocoar, helps to account for such a




It is the conclusion of this thesis that the rules for the trans-
verse framing of tankers as delineated by the American Bureau of Ship-
ping are based on simple beam theory. And, that in particular regard
to the vertical side transverse web frame, the following assumptions
were made by the American Bureau as a basis for applying the simple
beam theory.
1. The required section modulus of the girder is calculated on the
basis of a symmetrical section. The flange area and the effective
shell plating area are assumed equal.
2. The beam strength is calculated for bending stresses due to a
uniform load normal to the beams longitudinal axis, and no axial . ;i.
loads are assumed present.
3. The bending moment is calculated for a beam with twenty five
percent end fixity and a uniform cross section.
U. A factor of safety of 2.5 and equal to c is assumed for the
particular case of the side transverse. This factor of safety is based
on a yield stress of mild steel of 32,000 psi.
5. Table 7 and table 7a of the American Bureau of Shipping Rules for
Building and Classing Steel Vessels, i960, are tables of section moduli.
Table 7 is for the girder and is based on girders with twenty five per-
cent end fixity, a factor of safety equal to c, and a uniform load
equal to the hydrostatic head at mid span. Table 7a is the section
modulus of the girder web. Both tables have dimensions of cubic inches.
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It is also concluded that one reason for the large value of
the factor of safety is the need for a corrosion allowance of some
magnitude to insure profitable operation and a minimum of structural
replacement over the life of the ship. It has been shown that a uni-
form corrosion of one tenth of an inch or more, depending on ship
size and girder shape, is allowable before the safety factor is re-
duced to one.
Finally, it is believed that the intent and purpose of all the
assumptions made by the American Bureau of Shipping were to simplify




As stated in the introduction, it was the purpose of this thesis to
determine the basis of the rules of the American Bureau of Shipping
which apply to the transverse framing of tankers. The results obtained
have been judged only on reasonableness and the ability to duplicate
the American Bureau requirements. This work primarily sought the so-
lution of the side member of the transverse frame in hopes that it
was the key to the whole frame analysis, and that once it was solved,
the deck, bottom, and bulkhead transverse framing would fall into
place. Unfortunately, the other structural members have not been so
cooperative, and time has limited their study. Therefore the follow-
ing recommendations are made
.
1. An analysis of the bottom and deck beams must be made to de-
termine the origin of the rules for these members. In particular,
it should be attempted to correlate the safety factor of the side
with these members. It is firmly believed that a constant factor
of safety will be found.
2. Once the origin of the rules is determined, a study should be
made to determine the correctness and adequacy of the basic assump-
tions, such as the end conditions, the assumed girder shape, and
the safety factor.
3. Finally, it is felt that the other members will be found to be
derivable from simple beam theory. Therefore,, an analysis must be
made to consider the validity of using simple beam theory on the
structural members involved in a ship framing system. The length
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to depth ratio of the beam is small, generally the beams are not of
uniform cross section or size throughout the length of the span, and
finally^ the ends are fixed by brackets which extend over a consider-
able length of the beams. All of these seriously effect the criteria
upon which simple beam theory is based.
Only when the above items have been accomplished will the
designer know all the strengths and weaknesses of his design. Only
then will the present day methods of transverse framing design be







The information in the following appendices represents only those
calculations deemed necessary for the completeness of the thesis, and
not all the calculations done or considered in maintaining the thesis
on its final course . The work presented in these appendices are in
turn greatly abbreviated and represent only an outline and the impor-
tant results. The methods of the calculations are shown and equation
by equation results are given so that the interested reader may
easily check the work.
The program for the IBM 704 was written in the Share Assembly
Program code. The program was very straight forward and included
only one subroutine (square roots). The program would not be
easily altered to other end conditions. The calculations of the
American Bureau of Shipping rules and the effects of corrosion on
the rules, are complete and values desired can be read from the
graphs of figures II through VII in the text. However, for those
interested the program is on file with the Department of Naval





Details of the Procedure
End Fixity
As used in thi6 thesis, the end fixity of a beam is defined
as the factor by which the end moment of a fully fixed beam is
multiplied to obtain the value of the end moment of a beam only
partially fixed. As an example, the end moment of a fixed end
beam is wX /l2 while for the same beam only 25$ fixed the end
moment would be wX.2/48.
Beam Calculations













Mi = M2 = wX
2/l2
w = sfX
Mx~ Mi - Rix
b) A uniform beam with uniform loading and with a 25$ end
fixity at each end
Ri= R2 = vI/2 M (x=^/2) = 5wX
2A8
M1 = Mg^ vJ?/k8 ^ = M± - R^
c) A uniform beam with uniform loading with end 1 fully fixed
and end 2 50$ fixed
Rx - lfsl
2/l6 MX = 5fsje3/48
Rg = 9fsi.2/l6 M2 = <?eJl?/2k
d) A uniform beam with a uniformly varying load with fully
fixed end conditions






M2 ~ ? 8^/20
Mx * R-jX-M^sx3/^
e ; A uniform beam with a uniformly varying load vith each end
25# fixed
Rx = 13?s£







f ) A uniform beam with a uniformly varying load with end 2
fully fixed and end 1 50$ fixed
Rx = <? s£
2/8 Mi = ^ sl3/60
R2 = 3Ssl2/Q M2= 7fs£3/l20
Mx = R^x-M-j^ f sx3/6
g) A uniform beam with a uniformly varying load with end 1
fully fixed and end 2 50$ fixed
R-l - 3?si2/l6 Mi = llfs£3/2l*0
R2 = 5?s£2/l6 M2 9 f s£3/to
l^ = R2y-M2- fsl
2y/2 -/-?sy3/6 where y= (-£ -x)
Safety Factor Calculations





The problem, to be solved by the IBM 704 computer, is to
find the section modulus of the transverse side frame by simple
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beam theory assuming 25$ end fixityj and also
;
to solve for the
section modulus by means of the ABS rules. Ship length (L) is
the given parameter and a K type strut is assumed. The calcula-
tion then solves for the ship's dimensions, and for the section
modulus for both the upper and lover spans. Three girder shapes
are defined using a flange thickness equal to one, one and one
half, and two times the web thickness. Five corrosion allow-
ances are then deducted from the girder and the reduced section
modulus calculated. The problem as solved by the computer is
mathematically defined below.
a) Given ship length (L) find the hydrostatic head (h), i.e.
the loading, on the transverse
B - L/lO -* 20 (1)
H = B/2.5 (2)
h' = lj- if L £ 200 (3)
linear between values
= 8 if L * 1*00
i=0AH (k)
i^= h' + 0.08H + 1.5J. (5a)
hu=h l + 0.08m- 0.5^ (5b)
b) Find the section modulus (z) by simple beam theory
*-jJ;j-o.5i (6)
point of maximum moment
x ^ -h"
-f- f(h" f + 13/2/iK) -f hMij (7)
maximum moment
Mx = ?b (l3i2x/80-fh"ix/2-x3/6 -^3/i20 -h"Jt2/hQ -h^x2^}
z = imd<r (9)
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c) Section modulus by ABS rules
Z = ml2/bOO = h£2/l6 (10)
d) Find the girder shape
t - .32 if L^150
linear between values (ll)





A = (Z-Zj/d (HO
w
f * Vtf (15a)
*f " \) 1 ' 5V ^w tw = * (15b)
tdulus of the reduced section
A 1 = wf(tf-2a) (16)
Zy = (t-2a)d2/6 (17)
Z« = Z^+ dA« (18)




Summary of Data and Calculations
Results of Safety Factor Calculations
1*2.
1. Beam 25$ fixed at each end
Load Mj. Ma








V = 7fc43/l20 5f»i3/96 2.23
*r^?si/8 137<rs 3^/l920 25?sj£3/384 2.28
w =1&J?/2 53?s£3/48o 5?s£3A8 2.36
3 Beam fully fixed at end 1 and 50$ fixed at end 2
w = llfsX3/2l+0 5fs£/9& 2.8k
w=?s^8 103^s/3/l920 125fsi3/l920 3-C4
k. Beam uniformly loaded and fully fixed at each end. In this
case the bottom is "being considered and c is I.75.
wi,
2/l2 5vjfi/kQ 2.19




The data on the following nine pages consists of the results of
the IBM 704 machine calculation as delineated in Appendix B. As a
matter of interest the total machine time for this problem was two
and two tenths minutes of which only seven tenths was actual calcu-
lation time and the remainder was used to introduce and print out
the problem and the answers >
The format is generally self-explanatory and requires little
explanation. The table of reduced flange area and reduced sec-
tion modulus has the following form. The columns are the values
with corrosion allowances of, from left to right, .05, «075> «10,
.125, and .150 inches. The first three rows are for the lower span
and the second three rows are for the upper span. The three rows
represent flange thicknesses of one, one and one half, and two
times the web thickness.
The only information not given is the span length which can







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































25.61 25.40 16.94 12.70
t 0.50
Web Data

































































































































































































Calculation of the Corrected Safety Factor
In section I it was shown that c may be considered as a fictitious
safety factor. In this section a few sample calculations will be made
to show how c is corrected to a truer representation of the factor of
safety for the assumed end conditions.
The procedure will be to calculate the maximum moment in the
beam assuming the end conditions derived in section I, and using vari-
ous loadings which tend toward the true hydrostatic load on the beam.
The moment, thus calculated
/
will be compared with the value 5wj2t/48
derived in section I as the moment assumed by the ABS rules. This
ratio of the two moments will be used in the following equation to
give a corrected value of the safety factor.
SF = cHjUj.
Where a represents the assumed value and r the calculated value.
In all cases the fundamental value of the rule moment shall be
M = 5vl2A8
However, it must be remembered that as additional loads are superim-
posed on the beam^the loading increases causing the numerical coeffi-
cient to change.
It will be noted in all cases that as the uniform component of
the load increases the true factor of safety approaches the value




a) A uniform beam with 25$ and fixity at each end
Load M-l M2 R^ 1*2
uniform wi,
2
/48 wl2/48 w^2 w#2
varying <5>s£3/l20 <;si.3/8o 13fsj2.2/80 27?sjt2/80
Case a-1 will be for w =• 0, that is, there is only a uniformly
varying load.
14*= ?s ( 13^x780 -X3/120 - x3/6 J
dM/dx = - 13/2/80 - x2/2
the point of maximum moment
x = 0.5lJ
the maximum moment is
M = 0.0535?s£3
This value of moment is larger than either Mj_ or M2 and will
therefore be used to correct the value of c.
SF = (5) (2.5)/(96)(0.0535) = 2A3
Case a-2 will be for a beam with the same end conditions as case
a-1, but there shall be imposed a uniform load such that the total uni-
form load equals the : total varying load, that is w - f s^2. Adding the
end moments for the two loads together the following results are obtained.
ML * 9est?/k&0 M2 = ll?si
3/U80
»1 = 33?si2/8o R2 - U7tsd2/8o
Mx = Rix - ^ B$x2/k - Mi - f sx3/6
the point of the maximum moment
x = 0.537^




This is larger than either M-j_ or Mp and is therefore used in the cor-
i
rection of c . Remember that the load is now double and therefore 5/48
and not 5/96 is the correct rule value to use.
SF = (5)(2.5)/(48)(0.105) = 2.48
b) A uniform beam 50$ fixed at end 1 and fully fixed at end 2
The same two conditions of loading as in (a) are applied to this
case. However, in both conditions of loading the end moments are lar-
ger than the moments in the beam and must be used in the correction
of c.
The results of this calculation and of others for different end
conditions are tabulated in appendix C.
Trial Solution of the Computer Problem
The purpose of the following solution is to check the solution
obtained on the IBM fOk computer. Slide rule accuracy is deemed suf-
ficient. The numbers in parenthesis refer to the equations of appen-
dix A
a) L ~ 1000 tf = 2t a * 0.15
B = 120 (1)
R = kB (2)
h 1 = 8 (3)
X ^19.2 (4)
hL
a 40.64 h - 21. 44
u (5)
b£'» 31.04 h^= 11.84 (6)
-xL = 9.96 Xu= 10.16 (8)
^ = 1,005,000 Mu = 482,000 (7)
ZSBT
L
= 377 ZSBTU = 198.6 (9)




























Z^ - 324.4 (18)
Two other check points were calculated. These were;
for the upper span with the flange thickness equal to web thickness, a
corrosion allowance of .05, and a ship length of 200 feet; for the
lower span with the flange thickness equal to one and one half times
the web thickness, a corrosion allowance of .10, and a ship length of
500 feet.
L - 200 L - 500
B - 1+0 B - TO (1)
H - 16 H = 28 (2)
h' = 4 h« = 8 (3)
i - 6.k 1= 11.2 (4)
b^ = 8.48 hL = 27.04 (5)
h^ = 5.28 hf,^ 21.44 (6)
x^ 3.38 xL ^= 5.76 (8)
M - 23,900 M =227,000 (7)
ZSBTU
- 8.70 ZSBTL ^ 85.O (9)
ZABS
u
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AN EVALUATION OF THE AMERICAN BUREAU OF SHIPPING RULES FOR
THE TRANSVERSE FRAMING OF TANKERS
page 2 lino 2, correct spelling of computer
3 line 4, correct spelling of computer
6 fourth line from the bottom should read
"The flange afcea (A)—--™
10 line 8, insert comma after logical
10 ninth line from the bottom, change to read
« to SFo Assume k is — —•
"
11 line nine, add a comma after k and after
constraint
12 line 1, change is to was
14 item 7, line 2, change rulsa to rule
28 line 2 8 ehange were to was
30 line 8, should read " figures II thru VIII
38 second and third line from the bottom, correct
spelling on computer
54 line 12 and 14? correct spelling of computer
line 15 9 ehange parenthesis to parentheses
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